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Allocating radio frequencies is like dividing a chocolate bar. You can receive a half, a quarter or 

just whatever is left. This all depends on what the giver wants to do. 

For example, a mother might divide a chocolate bar among three daughters by giving a half to 

the first child who is healthy because she was born in good times; from the remaining half, she gives 

three-fourth to the second and only one-fourth to the third, who is very thin because she was born in 

hard times.

Most people would judge such a mother unfair. 

A similar  lack  of  fairness  is  evident  in  the  way  Indonesia  allocates  frequencies  for  radio 

stations. With a limited range of frequencies, from 87 to 108 mHz on the FM band, allocations for 

private, public and community broadcasting stations are lopsided in favor of the first two.

Community broadcasting,  the  newcomer  in the  field,   just  recently won recognition in  the 

Broadcasting Law of 2002, but has drawn the short straw in frequency allocations, says Arya Gunawan, 

a program coordinator at the UNESCO Jakarta Office.1 Community radio has been given only three 

frequency allocations: 107.7; 107.8; and 107.9 FM.   

 “A fair allocation standard should be around 15 percent to 20 percent of the total,” Arya says. 

“If we look at other countries such as Latin America and the Philippines, community radio stations in 

these countries obtained an appropriate allocation.”

Despite that community radio, usually defined as low power broadcasting and channel to the 

people, from the people and about the people, has done important role in the democratization process, 

the Indonesian government seems reluctant to allocate enough airwaves for their use.

The  Indonesian  Master  Plan  for  FM  frequency  allocation  is  based  on  Ministerial  Decree 

1 Based on a short interview with Arya Gunawan on December 10, 2004 at UNESCO Jakarta Office.



Number 15/2003 and was put together in 2002, when Parliament included community broadcasting in 

the draft of the Broadcasting Law.

 In response, the Directorate of Frequency Management, the government agency responsible for 

administering radio waves, had told Parliament it should incorporate community broadcasting into the 

frequency spectrum and that the government needs to develop a frequency map or the master plan. 

Most  countries  have  a  frequency  map,  but  Indonesia  has  never  had  one  since  it  gained 

independence in 1945. Nurhaedah, a staff from the directorate, says that during the Soeharto era, all 

recommendations related to broadcasting stations came from the Information Department,  with the 

directorate playing only a supporting role.

The lack of a master plan has resulted in overcrowding. “In a big city like Jakarta, where we 

should only have 25 stations, we now have 42 stations,” Nurhaedah says. “The band is full and some 

stations are interfering with others”.2  

To design the master plan, the government did extensive research in Java and Bali islands and 

also invited an expert from the International Telecommunication Union (ITU). 

In July 2002, government urged representatives from all broadcasting stations to provide input 

to the draft  of the FM master plan. The Indonesian Community Radio Network, locally known as 

Jaringan Radio Komunitas Indonesia (JRKI), represented community broadcasters. 

JRKI representatives attended government meetings and offered preliminary input for the draft. 

After the meeting, they were given around two to three weeks and submitted an 11-page academic 

paper that focused on the problem of the limited allocation of radio frequencies.3

The JRKI paper argued that government should expand the allocation and tailor allocations to 

the population density and landscape of each region.  The three-frequency allocation would not  be 

enough  to  respond  to  the  accelerated  development  of  community  broadcasting,  the  JRKI  said.

Combine  Resources  Institution,  a  non-government  organization,  notes  that    community 
2  Interview with Nurhaedah on January 27, 2005 at Directorate General of Frequency Management office. 
3  Based on the writer’s observation and an academic paper proposed by JRKI, July 2002. 



broadcasting has grown rapidly in Indonesia. This is reflected in the significant number of community 

broadcasting stations — about 500 in 2004. Most of these are not using the three assigned frequencies.

JRKI also urged the government to widen the map base beyond Java and Bali. Frequencies in 

those islands were already full and community broadcasting would only get what is left. 

Two years later, Sarjono, head of the Frequency Monitoring Frequency Council in West Java, 

explained why Java and Bali were given priority.

“Regions with high population density were given priority attention, because managing those areas are 

more difficult than managing the low density of used frequency,” he says. Since the master plan was 

approved, he says, frequency allocations have been widened to other regions.4 

But using Java and Bali as the main basis of the master plan would not be fair to other regions. 

In West Sumatra, for example, there is a significant unused frequency that could be used by community 

broadcasting. 

Another example is in Papua, the largest island with a very low population. Few broadcasting 

stations exist, so there is a lot of unused frequency. “If those islands have got many unused frequency, 

for community broadcasting, should they only use 107.6 onward? What a waste,” says Widjanarko, a 

vice-leader of the Indonesian Community Broadcasting Network.5 

“Frequency allocation is a highly conflicted area,” says Suman Basnet, a regional coordinator of 

AMARC, a World Association for Community Broadcasters. “There is a huge pulling and pushing 

between community and private broadcasting, competing for airwaves.  Ideally,  the total  amount of 

frequency should be open to community”.6  

Basnet  says the  fight  over  frequency is  happening  around  the  world.  During  the  AMARC 

meeting in Manila in 2004, it was reported that South Korea is experiencing the same thing. Since there 

are no laws that regulate broadcasting or South Korean airwaves, community radio stations were only 

4  Interview with Sarjono on December 17, 2004 at Monitoring Frequency Council office, Bandung, West Java. 
5  Based on a short interview via telephone with Widjanarko on January 2005.  
6  Interview with Suman Basnet on December 12, 2004 during a train ride from Jakarta – Bandung.



allowed to operate on an experimental basis and the transmission power was limited to a mere one watt. 

In Indonesia, the maximum power is 50 watts. 

The  public  in  South  Korea  is  also  uninformed  about  vacant  frequencies  because  this  is 

considered confidential.  “The government agreed to issue licenses to five community broadcasting 

stations but with very low power. They are not considered full-fledged community radio stations,” adds 

Basnet. 

Thailand and the Philippines have allocated 20% of frequency for community radio or low-

power radio, but implement this policy differently. In Thailand, they recognize community radio but 

have  yet  to  establish  the  National  Broadcasting  Commission  to  formulate  a  broadcasting  law. 

Disagreement over this issue has been simmering for five years.  In the meantime, community radio 

stations use the frequency without permission and wait for government clampdown.

In the Philippines, big commercial radio networks use the concept of community broadcasting 

to establish more than 200 stations in different parts of the country to broadcast commercial programs, 

defeating the concept of community radio. 

Indonesia  faces  a  similar  situation,  with  commercial  stations  using  frequencies  that  are 

supposed to be reserved for community radio.

The Suara Metro radio station run by the police force in Jakarta. During its initial broadcast and 

before government adopted frequency management, Suara Metro was using 91,1 FM (the 911 dial). 

After government through its Directorate of Frequency Management issued Ministerial Decree 15/2003 

and  all  stations  should  abide  by  the  regulation  and  Suara  Metro  failed  to  obtain  any  frequency 

allocation.  

After a long dispute,  government then allowed Suara Metro to use  107.8 FM, with serious 

repercussions on community radio. Tigor Nainggolan, the head of the Jakarta Voice Community, says 

all  community  radio  — including  campus  radio—which  are  already  set  in  the  correct  frequency 

allocation, can no longer broadcast properly because, they are “shrouded by Suara Metro’s power.”



“Most of our listeners cannot hear us. Only those within 500 meters of our station can receive 

our sound clearly,”7 Tigor says.

Tigor adds that they have asked assistance from the Indonesian Broadcasting Commission or 

known as Komisi Penyiaran Indonesia (KPI), but have received no help. “If necessary, we will bring 

this to court,” Tigor says.   

Bimo Nugroho, a member of KPI, says the case is a blessing in disguise because it can draw 

government attention to an issue that needs to be resolved. “I recently forwarded the new academic 

paper  prepared  by  the  Indonesian  Community  Radio  Network  and  I  believe  the  government  is 

beginning to respond it positively,”8 he says.

Bimo explains that the network supports the reuse of frequency. While explaining, Bimo draws 

a spider web. “For example, a commercial radio station uses ‘A’ frequency and ‘A’ coverage,” he points 

to a spot inside the web. “Around forty kilometers from that station, outside the coverage but still in the 

same town, a community radio station might also use the ‘A’ frequency,” Bimo says, drawing a long 

straight line. This approach can solve the problem of fully used frequencies in Jakarta, he adds.

Sarjono shares the same view. “The three frequency allocations for community radio could be 

adjusted,” he says. “There is always the possibility of making amendments to the ministerial decree. 

We should open our eyes to what is happening in reality”. 

Regulations needed

Nurhaedah says adjustments to the frequency allocations can be made by citing research and 

precedents. “It is actually up to the KPI to request changes if all the systems are in place. The problem 

is, the government regulations that should have been in place have not been passed,” she says.

7  Based on a short interview with Tigor Nainggolan via telephone, January 22, 2005. 
8  Interview with Bimo Nugroho on January, 6, 2005.



Government  regulations  must  define  community  broadcasting,  procedures  for  obtaining  a 

license, frequency allocations and coverage. Without these regulations, neither the government agency 

nor the KPI can make the requested adjustments. 

According to Indonesian law, this government regulation must be completed two years after a 

law has been enacted. The Broadcasting Law was enacted on December 28, 2002 so the regulations 

should have been in place on December 28, 2004. 

“The government had proposed the draft of regulations long before December 28, 2004. It is 

now with the Cabinet Secretary with no follow up actions”, says Nurhaedah. She wonders why the 

regulations have not been approved more than a month after they were submitted.

The  state  of  confusion  is  also  felt  at  the  grassroots  level.  Given  the  lack  of  appropriate 

regulations, community stations operate without licenses with the threat of closure always on the back 

of their minds.   

 Gani Rahman, the leader of West Java Community Broadcasting Network, locally known as 

Jaringan Radio Komunitas – Jawa Barat (JRK-Jabar), says there are two cases of “sweeping” — the 

Indonesian term for confiscation. In one case, Citra Radio, a community radio station started by a 

network member, got into trouble with the regional transportation ministry that manages local radio 

frequencies in the region based on the recommendations of the West Java governor. “We could do 

nothing because they acted under the governor’s recommendation,” Gani says.  

Suparman  Yamin  from  the  regional  transportation  ministry  explains  that  Citra  Radio  was 

confiscated because it did not possess any frequency license. “According to Telecommunication Law 

no  36/1999,  a  newly established  station  must  request  a  frequency license  from the  transportation 

ministry.” Who has the authority to issue the license? Yamin says, “If we refer to Regional Autonomy 

Law, local radio stations should go to the regional transportation ministry.”9  

This view raises an important policy question: are community radio stations covered by the 

9  Interview with Suparman Yamin on December 14, 2004 at Spectrum Agency office. 



Broadcasting Law, the Telecommunication Law or the Regional Autonomy Law? As it is, community 

radio stations must consult with the KPI as well as the transportation ministry and the Directorate of 

Frequency Management.  This  overlapping  authority  creates  confusion  and  leaves  a  system that  is 

vulnerable to free interpretation of the laws by anyone with a vested interest. 

Sarjono  disagrees  with  Yamin’s  interpretation.  When  Broadcasting  Law  was  passed,  the 

Directorate of Frequency Management thought that everything that relates to broadcasting should be 

regulated by the Broadcasting Law. He admits, however, that there is no consensus among government 

agencies about this. “We kept coordinating among ourselves but failed to form a consensus,” he says.  

***

Even as uncertainty prevails in the legal system, the competition for frequencies goes on. The 

first national Indonesian Community Radio Network congress has put “advocacy for frequency” at the 

top of its program. AMARC was willing to help by exerting more international pressure. 

The JKRI  had submitted  a  proposal  in  mid-2004 to  the  KPI  favoring  the  reuse  of  private 

frequency. The KPI forwarded it to the government but nothing has happened yet.

Amid the current confusion, people who depend on community radio are hoping this will soon 

change. 


